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ABSTRACT
We present an intelligent sensor array-based joint radarcommunication system which exploits chance constrained
programming to develop a robust beamforming design. Probabilistic chance constraints are introduced for the communication operation where the communication objectives are
achieved with a desired success rate in the presence of communication channel uncertainties. The chance constraint optimization is then relaxed to form a deterministic and convex
problem by employing the statistical proﬁle of the communication channels. Simulation results illustrate the performance
of the proposed strategy.
Index Terms— Intelligent sensor arrays, joint radarcommunication system, spectrum sharing, robust beamforming, chance constrained programming.
1. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum sharing is enjoying an enormous research attention due to the ever-increasing demand of spectrum resources [1–4]. Signiﬁcant research efforts have been invested
to enable simultaneous operation of multiple applications
within the same spectral bands [5–19]. In order to achieve
successful operation of co-existing radar and communication
systems, it is crucial that both systems cooperate with each
other and collaboratively ameliorate their mutual interference. Such challenges can be simpliﬁed if both applications
are jointly controlled by a single control entity or a physical platform. Joint radar-communication (JRC) systems are
examples of such systems where the radar and communication system objectives are achieved by the same physical
system [4, 6, 8–17].
There are several popular examples of JRC system conﬁgurations in the existing literature. A simple JRC system
consists of a single transmitter which exploits dual-purpose
radar waveforms [1,2,17]. The transfer of communication information is realized by employing different combinations of
radar waveforms over the course of a communication interval.
More sophisticated JRC systems employ intelligent sensor arrays which enjoy an additional feature of spatial signal multiplexing by exploiting sensor array beamforming to steer dualpurpose waveforms in different directions [4, 6–8, 10, 13–16].
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For such systems, the communication operation is enabled
by spatially changing the gain and/or phase of the transmitted waveforms towards communication directions or by
employing waveform diversity [4, 10, 12–16]. Distributed
JRC systems consist of dual-purpose distributed multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) transducers, which exploit
waveform and spatial diversity to carry out both radar and
communication operations simultaneously [18].
This paper focuses on JRC systems equipped with an intelligent sensor array which exploits chance constraint-based
robust beamforming. In the presence of communication channel uncertainties, such an approach will ensure the communication system quality in a probabilistic sense. Our communication objective will be to achieve the desired communication
signal power at communication receivers with a speciﬁc probability. For this purpose, we assume non-stationary communication channels such that their statistical proﬁle is known to
the intelligent sensor array. Using this statistical proﬁle, we
then relax the chance constraints to their equivalent convex
deterministic counterparts.
Notations: We use lower-case bold characters to denote
vectors. In particular, | · | and (·)∗ respectively represent the
absolute value and complex conjugate operators. The notation
(.)T and (.)H respectively denote the transpose and conjugate
transpose. In addition, P(·) denotes the probability operator,
whereas 1K represents the K × 1 column vector of all ones.
2. JOINT RADAR-COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Consider a JRC system equipped with an M -element linear
intelligent sensor array of an arbitrary conﬁguration. There
are R single-antenna communication receivers located in the
sidelobe region of the radar. The JRC system employs K
orthogonal waveforms ψ1 (t), ψ2 (t), · · · , ψK (t) such that

1 T
ψk1 (t) ψk∗2 (ζ)dt = δ (k1 − k2 ) δ (t − ζ) ,
(1)
T 0
where 1 ≤ k1 , k2 ≤ K, t is the fast time, T is the pulse
duration, ψk2 (ζ) is the time delayed version of ψk1 (t) delayed
by ζ (< T ), and δ(·) represents the Kronecker delta function.
Both radar and communication operations are performed
by the same transmit array exploiting their respective waveforms ψrad (t) and ψcom (t). The mutual interference between
the radar and communication systems is mitigated by employing orthogonal waveforms and spatial ﬁltering. Similar
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where τ is the slow-time index, ψrad (t) = ψ1 (t), and ψcom (t)
is given by
ψcom (t) = β T (τ )Ψ(t).
(4)
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Fig. 1. Joint radar-communication system
to [20], we assume that ψrad (t) = ψ1 (t) and ψcom (t) is selected from the remainder of the K −1 orthogonal waveforms
depending on which information is transmitted.
2.1. Beamformer Design
During each radar pulse, the JRC system exploits two beamforming weight vectors wrad and wcom which correspond to
the waveforms ψrad (t) and ψcom (t), respectively.
Denote a(θ) as the array response vector of the transmit
JRC array in the direction θ, and θrad as the direction of the
radar main lobe, whereas Θcom is the set containing the directions of all the communication users. Note that all the
communication users are located in the sidelobe of the radar,
i.e., Θcom ⊂ Θcrad , where Θcrad represents the radar sidelobe
region which excludes the main lobe and its corresponding
transition region.
The beamforming weight vectors wrad and wcom can be
designed as:
min

wrad ,wcom

(3)
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subject to wrad
a(θrad ) = 1,
H
a(θc ) = 0,
wrad

θc ∈ Θcom ,

H
a(θrad,sl ) ≤ αrad ,
wrad
H
wcom a(θrad ) = 0,
H
a(θc ) ≥ Δc ,
wcom

θrad,sl ∈

Θcrad ,

θc ∈ Θcom ,

(2)
where αrad denotes the worst-case amplitude level of the
radar waveform towards all the angles θrad,sl in the radar
sidelobe region Θcrad and Δc > 0 is the desired communication amplitude transmitted towards the cth communication
receiver. Due to the power minimization objective of the
above optimization, the communication amplitudes will alH
a(θc ) = Δc (note that the
ways approach Δc , i.e., wcom
imaginary part is equal to zero). Since wrad and wcom are
designed to be orthogonal in the radar and communications
directions, we may choose Δc to be higher than αrad without
compromising the radar operation. Note that, as Δc is real,
H
a(θc ) approaches zero.
the imaginary part of wcom
2.2. Signalling Strategy
The composite signal transmitted from the JRC platform during each radar pulse is represented as [20]:

Here, Ψ(t) = [ψ2 (t), ψ3 (t), · · · , ψK (t)]T is the dictionary
of communication waveforms and is assumed to be known at
each communication receiver. β(τ ) is a (K − 1) × 1 binary
selection vector which speciﬁes the desired communication
waveform from the dictionary Ψ(t) for each slow-time index
given that β T (τ )1K−1 = 1, ∀τ .
For the time-invariant communication channels, i.e., the
channels do not change with the slow time τ , we denote the
channel gain between the JRC transmitter and the cth communication receiver as hc . Then, the received signal at the cth
communication user takes the following form:
sc (t, τ ) = hc xT (t)a(θc ) + nc (t)
= hc Δ̃c ψcom (t) + nc (t),

(5)

where Δ̃c ≥ Δc and nc (t) is the additive complex white
Gaussian noise
The communication information is extracted at the communication receivers by estimating the modulated waveform
transmitted by the JRC transmit array during each radar pulse.
This is performed by matched ﬁltering of the received signal
in Eq. (5) with all the communication waveforms as:

1 T
s (t, τ ) ψk (t) dt
rc (τ ) =
T t=0
(6)

hc Δ̃c + ñc (τ ), if ψk (t) was transmitted,
=
otherwise,
ñc (τ ),
where rc (τ ) is the output of the matched ﬁlter during the
slow-time index τ and ñc (τ ) is the corresponding noise output at the cth communication receiver.
3. CHANCE CONSTRAINED BEAMFORMING
DESIGN FOR JRC SYSTEM
In this section, we present chance constrained beamforming
for the JRC system under Rayleigh fading communication
channels. Our objective is to optimize the communication
performance of the system by incorporating robustness in the
beamformer design against communication channel uncertainties through the exploitation of chance constraints. The
resulting nonlinear optimization is further relaxed into a convex form by employing the information of probability density
function (PDF) of the channel conditions.
3.1. Incorporating Robustness through Chance Constraint
We assume that the magnitude of the communication channel
gain for different radar pulses follows the Rayleigh distribution, i.e. the communication channels vary with the slow time
τ , such that |hc (τ )| = h̄c h̃c , ∀τ , where h̄c is a constant accounting for the propagation loss and h̃c ∼ R(σc ) with R(σc )

denoting Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter (mode)
of σc . Such a model is relevant as long as the large-scale
channel parameters remain constant. Note that |hc (τ )| will
follow R(h̄σc ).
At the cth communication receiver, the required minimum signal amplitude is Δ̄c = h̄c Δc . This amplitude
requirement is satisﬁed by (2) for non-fading channels. For
fading channels, however, the communication channel gain
|hc (τ )| is a stochastic process, and the worse-case value of
the received signal amplitude at the cth communication receiver, Δc |hc (τ )| = Δ̄c |hc (τ )|/h̄c , varies over time. Therefore, the desired communication objective is ensured only
if |hc (τ )|/h̄c = h̃c ≥ 1 holds. As |hc (τ )| ∼ R(h̄c σc ),
the achieved signal amplitude at the cth communication receiver can fall below the desired amplitude with a probability
P(|hc (τ )| < h̄c ) = P(h̃c < 1). This illustrates the suboptimal performance exhibited by the optimization (2) and
emphasizes a need for robust design which incorporates these
channel uncertainties.
In order to maintain the communication signal level to be
higher than the desired amplitude with a required probability,
we employ chance constrained optimization as follows:
min

wrad ,wcom

3.2. Convex Relaxation
The chance constraint-based optimization in (7) is difﬁcult to
solve due to its nonlinearity and the dynamic behavior of the
communication channel gain. In the following, we relax this
chance constraint into a deterministic constraint by employing the statistical information of the communication channel
gain. For this purpose, it is assumed that the PDFs of the
communication channels are either known or can be obtained
for the chance constraint problem under consideration.
Theorem 1: Denote Φ(u) = 1 − e−u /2 as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of u ∼ R(1), and Φ−1 (η) =
[−2 ln(1 − η)]0.5 as the inverse function of Φ(u), where
η is the probability. Then, for a Rayleigh random variable
a ∼ R(σa ), the chance constraint P{ya ≥ b} ≥ η is equivalent to yσa Φ−1 (1 − η) ≥ b where y and b are positive
constants.
Proof: Let Φa (a) denote the CDF of a. We can write
2

P{ya ≥ b} = P{a ≥ b/y} = 1 − Φa (b/y) .

H
H
wrad
wrad + wcom
wcom ,

H
a(θrad ) = 1,
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H
a(θc ) = 0,
wrad

θc ∈ Θcom ,

H
a(θrad,sl ) ≤ αrad ,
wrad
H
wcom a(θrad ) = 0,

θrad,sl ∈ Θcrad ,



H
P wcom
a(θc )h̃c ≥ Δc ≥ η,

ing unnecessary power loss. Practically, the small probability
of unsatisfactory signal amplitude is compensated by channel
coding to render the desirable BER performance [21].

Because a follows the distribution R(σa ), its CDF is given by
2
2
Φa (a) = 1 − e−a /(2σa ) . The corresponding inverse function
−1
(η).
of Φa (a) takes the form Φ−1
a (η) = σa Φ
The chance constraint under consideration subsequently
takes the following forms:

θc ∈ Θcom ,

(7)
where η is the desired probability ensuring the quality
H
of service such that the constraint wcom
a(θc )h̃c ≥ Δc
H
should be true. Since wcom a(θc ) has a zero imaginary part,
H
a(θc )h̃c always represents the real transformation of the
wcom
Rayleigh random variable h̃c .
The optimization problem (7) ensures that we achieve the
received communication signal level higher than the desired
amplitude with a probability η. Such strategy is practical as
it will subsequently result in a controlled bit error rate (BER)
for the communication system by ensuring the desired signal
power at the communication receivers.
Note that, if we directly modify the optimization problem
H
a(θc ) ≥ Δc /h̃c ,
(2) by replacing the last constraint by wcom
such strategy will try to ensure the desired signal level of Δ̄c
even if the communication channel undergoes deep fading,
resulting in signiﬁcant power loss. In contrary, the proposed
strategy (7) ameliorates this requirement by ensuring the communication performance for the η × 100% of the communication interval. This implies that the chance constraints will
not be satisﬁed for (1 − η) × 100% of the slow time indexes
in the worst channel conditions (left tail of Rayleigh distribution where channel gain is signiﬁcantly low), thus imped-

(8)

=⇒

P{ya ≥ b} ≥ η
1 − Φa (b/y) ≥ η

=⇒

yΦ−1
a (1 − η) ≥ b

=⇒

yσa Φ−1 (1 − η) ≥ b.

Note that Φ−1 (1 − η) is always positive because the desired
probability always follows 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 for 0 ≤ u ≤ ∞.
Moreover, σa Φ−1 (1−η) is a constant which makes the above
constraint deterministic and linear.

In the above theorem, we see that the chance constraint
can be relaxed into a deterministic constraint using the PDF
for the JRC case under consideration. Using this theorem, we
replace the chance constraint in (7) by the deterministic convex (linear) constraint which results in the following convex
optimization formulation:
min

wrad ,wcom

subject to

H
H
wrad
wrad + wcom
wcom ,
H
a(θrad ) = 1,
wrad
H
a(θc ) = 0,
wrad
H
a(θrad,sl ) ≤ αrad ,
wrad
H
a(θrad ) = 0,
wcom
H
a(θc )σc Φ−1 (1 − η) ≥ Δc .
wcom

(9)

Fig. 2. Beamforming patterns for different desired probabilities η (M = 25, θrad = 0o , θ1 = 20o , θ2 = 40o , Δc =
0.1, αrad = 0.1, σc = 1).

Fig. 3. Beamforming patterns for different channel scale parameters σc (M = 25, θrad = 0o , θ1 = 20o , θ2 = 40o , Δc =
0.1, αrad = 0.1, η = 0.9).

In practice, we are usually interested in η ≥ 0.9 for efﬁcient
communication. Several different values of η are considered
in the simulation evaluations.
It is interesting to observe that for σc = 1, if η = 0.6065,
Φ−1 (1 − η) = 1 and the optimization (9) becomes exactly the
same as optimization (2). This implies that the solution to the
optimization (2) ensures the efﬁcient communication only for
60.65% of the communication time.

Now we consider the impact of the different values of
probability η to the amplitudes of communication beamformers in the directions of communication receivers. It is observed that, in order to achieve the communication objective with a higher probability, higher communication power
is transmitted in the direction of communication users. The
results shown for η = 0.6065 render the results of optimization problem (2). In this case, the power utilization is low, and
the communication objective is achieved only for 60.65% of
the slow time indexes, corresponding to worse communication performance among the results being compared here.
In the second simulation, we ﬁx the probability η to be
0.9. The scale parameter of Rayleigh distribution σc for underlying communication channels varies in this simulation for
different beamforming weight vectors. However, both communication users experience the same channel conditions.
It is observed again in Fig. 3 that radar and communication
beampatterns minimize their mutual interference. Moreover,
as the scale parameter of communication channels increases,
less communication power is required to ensure the success
probability of η = 0.9 for the communication objectives. This
is because an increase in the scale parameter for Rayleigh distribution results in an increase in the mean of the distribution
which corresponds to higher channel gains.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results illustrating
the performance of the JRC system exploiting the proposed
chance constrained optimization. In all simulation examples,
the transmit JRC system is equipped with a 25-element uniform linear array and the interelement spacing is half a wavelength. The radar main beam is directed towards θrad = 0o ,
whereas two communication users are located at θ1 = 20o
and θ2 = 40o , respectively. The desired amplitude of the
communication signal towards both communication users is
assumed to be Δc = 0.1. The maximum allowable sidelobe
level for radar waveform is αrad = 0.1. We use the SDPT3
solver [22] with the CVX [23] toolbox for solving all the
optimization problems.
In the ﬁrst simulation, we assume σc = 1 for all the communication channels. The communication beampatterns have
been plotted for the cases of η = 0.6065, 0.9, 0.99 and 0.999.
Fig. 2 illustrates the beampatterns extracted for the radar and
communication signals by employing the optimization (9).
Note that the radar beampattern is the same for all cases and
its amplitude is below the desired sidelobe levels in its sidelobe regions. Because the radar and communication waveforms are orthogonal to each other, their mutual interference
between the radar and communication directions is small, i.e.,
the radar beampattern has nulls towards the communication
directions, and vice versa.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the chance constrained programmingbased optimization strategy for JRC system. We introduce
probabilistic constraints for the communication operation
which optimize the transmit power according to the channel
conditions and prevent the drain of communication power in
case of momentous deep fades. It is also observed that we
need more communication power for the cases where communication channels have lower gain or if a high communication success rate is required. Simulation results illustrate
the performance of the proposed strategy.
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